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BE DAZZLED
BY LURE OF
SINGAPORE
AMAZING ARCHITECTURE,
FOOD AND FUN ON OFFER
Tricia Quirk

LIGHTS, cameras, action,
and plenty of each — that’s
Singapore.
Add food and fun with
lashings of culture and you
have the recipe for a great
holiday destination.
Those who arrive in the
evening are greeted by a
kaleidoscope of colour that
illuminates the city’s
skyline and its stunning
architectural masterpieces.
The intriguing-looking
“supertrees” that you see as
you drive from the airport
to the city are just an entrée
into the feast of light that
transforms the city to a
twinkling fairyland at
night.
The island nation, at the
southern tip of the Malay
Peninsula in southeast
Asia, is a melting pot of
cultures — predominantly

The OCBC Sound and Light Show in Singapore, and left, a giant panda.

Chinese, Malay, Indian and
western.
Food is often named as
the main drawcard for
visitors to Singapore. And
so it was the starting point,
at least, for my trip.
The World Street Food
Congress had organised a
24-hour food frenzy for
international media guests
to launch its 2015 event.
We sampled the best the
street food vendors had to
offer in hawker centres

across the city and
experienced the diversity of
culinary offerings, from
carrot cake (a savoury
delight that contains
absolutely no carrot) to the
region’s famed chilli crab.
But there’s much more to
Singapore than food.
A good way to get your
bearings and scope out the
city is to ride the Singapore
Flyer — Asia’s largest
observation wheel,
providing views as distant
as the Malaysian border (on
a clear day).
Back on the ground, there
are plenty of attractions and
activities to cater for all
members of the family.
By day, the previously

mentioned “supertrees” are
stunning, 16-storey, solar
energy-harvesting vertical
plant displays.
They accentuate the
beauty of the two domes
that provide the inside
spaces in the 101ha of
Gardens by the Bay.
The Flower Dome
features flowers and trees
from the world’s cool-dry
Mediterranean and
subtropical regions, while
the Cloud Forest is a
magnificent tropical
wonderland including a 35m
man-made mountain you
can climb.
By night, the “supertrees”
are the setting for a
spectacular sound and light

CHECK-IN

show, which plays every
night at 7.45pm and 8.45pm.
A great family attraction
is the River Safari, home to
giant pandas Kai Kai and
Jia Jia.
It provides a journey of
discovery through the
world’s major rivers — the
Mississippi, the Mekong,
Yangtze, the Ganges, the
Nile, Congo and Amazon.
For a taste of the city’s
heritage, visit Chinatown
and the Malay, Indian and
Arab areas, which provide
their own ingredients to the
cultural feast that is
Singapore.
Tricia Quirk was a guest of the
Singapore Tourism Board.

COMING UP
From April 8-12 next year,
the World Street Food
Congress will showcase the
best hawker food artisans
and their products from
around the globe. For details,
visit wsfcongress.com
STAY
With more than 50,000 hotel
rooms in Singapore, you will
find somewhere to suit your
budget and needs
EAT
Try chilli crab where it was
first created at the Dragon
Phoenix restaurant
(dragonphoenix.com.sg) or
authentic local dishes at the
Maxwell Road Food Centre
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Specialist
Make-up Services
2014/2015 ENROLMENTS

Now Open

BHA Diploma of Specialist Makeup Services provides
advanced training in make-up artistry in all the different
modalities—beauty, fashion, ﬁlm, television, stage and
special effects. In an ever-growing, constantly evolving
industry, BHA`s Trainers are all accomplished artists
actively working in the industry
3 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF MAKE-UP
3 INDUSTRY FUNDAMENTALS
3 HAIR & WIG STYLING
3 SPECIAL MAKEUP FX

“Where Children have fun learning”
113 Dalton Road, Thomastown | Ph : 9466 1761

Beauty & Hair Academy of Australia

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

9469 5483

is now

BE FIRST TO EXPERIENCE A WHOLE
NEW WORLD OF EDUCATION
After 100 years at the forefront of vocational education, we have taken the bold new step of becoming
Victoria’s first polytechnic. It’s an exciting, engaging new world of learning where theory gets put
into practice and you walk away with the best possible preparation for success in the real world.

ENROL NOW TO RULE YOUR WORLD
V1 - WPVE01Z01MA

C E R T I F I C AT E S • D I P L O M A S • D E G R E E S

melbournepolytechnic.edu.au
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